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Summary
Legal disclaimer
Immopet Token is not a securities and does not represent ownership of Amitos investment Co., Ltd.
The content of this white paper is not used for ﬁnancial promotion purposes.
Entities other than Amitos Investment cannot issue Immopet Token, and Immopet
Token will be operated according to the plan as described in the whitepaper (development changes may be applied).

Please fully understand and check the following information in order to participate in
the Amitos Investment and Immopet Tokens community.

1. You acknowledge that Immopet Tokens do not constitute securities in any
jurisdiction.
2. The contents of this white paper are not intended for ﬁnancial promotion.
Therefore, none of the contents of this white paper are used for inducing any
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investment activities or for invitation purposes.
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3. You acknowledge that the content of this whitepaper (including the sale of
Immopet Tokens, Immopet App and ImmopetGame) should not be arbitrarily
interpreted by you.
4. You acknowledge that all the information contained in this white paper
and any information announced by Amitos now or in the future should not be
construed as a guarantee of proﬁt or proﬁt in any form regardless of the time
of occurrence.
5. You acknowledge that there are risks associated with cryptocurrencies,
such as large price volatility and the inherent risks of cryptocurrency markets,
and that this includes ﬁnancial losses.
6. You acknowledge that there are risks associated with the business and
operations of Immopet Token and the sale of Immopet Token.
7. You acknowledge that the Immopet System is currently under development and may undergo signiﬁcant changes prior to release.
8. You acknowledge that Amitos Investments may send emails to you in some
circumstances. However, these email notiﬁcations do not ask for your conﬁdential information. To reduce the likelihood of fraud, phishing attempts and
malicious intent access, you should not respond to suspicious informal inquiries about Immopet Token.
9. You acknowledge that Amitos Investments does not guarantee the duration of the Immopet Integration System. The Immopet system can be shut
down for a number of reasons, such as lack of public interest or lack of funding to develop solutions.
10. Immopet Token holders never own any securities or shares in Amitos
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Introduction
As the ﬁrst transparent, secure and decentralized currency technology became possible
through Bitcoin, networks such as the Ethereum network used smart contracts, paving
the way for innovative business solutions. Through this, many companies have created
enormous wealth and groups that are tied to cryptocurrency.
However, it is very difﬁcult and inconvenient for cryptocurrency owners to use cryptocurrency in real life at the current state.

Also, the process of buying, transferring and exchanging is too complex, slow and unstable for cryptocurrency to be accepted as a widely used “currency”.

Not only that, even though cryptocurrency is not a “legal currency” that can only be
used in one country, it is a “world common currency” that has the same value in the
world, it is not making good use of such currency. Despite attempts to develop into
currency over the past few years, it is in the process of being increasingly valued as an
asset rather than as a currency.
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Since the creation of Bitcoin, the concept of digital scarcity that does not require trust
has been introduced. Until then, replicating something in the digital world was like zero
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cost. With the advent of blockchain technology, programmable digital scarcity has
become possible, which is being used today to connect the digital and real worlds.

Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) extend this idea and usually refer to crypto collections.
Unlike cryptocurrency, where every token is generated, there is a unique and non-replaceable token in a limited quantity. Non-replaceable tokens are a key component of a
new blockchain-based digital economy. Several projects are experimenting with
irreplaceable tokens in a variety of areas such as games, digital identity, licenses, certiﬁcates, and art. Not only that, but it also allows you to take partial ownership of expensive
items. However, it is difﬁcult to access compared to the existing system and the beneﬁts
that users can obtain are not so great that the effectiveness is also limited.
In this respect, the Immopet Token (immortal pet token) seeks to go beyond the usual
approach. The Amitos team aims to solve the usability problem of cryptographic assets
in a way that provides an innovative user experience by introducing the Immopet Token
system, so that it is easy, fun, and even economical gains can be obtained.

NFT

NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN
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Vision
The Amitos Investment team introduces the Ethereum blockchain ERC-20 and ERC-721
smartly combined Immopet Token.

The Immopet Token will fully support the crypto-based values and tools necessary to
implement a virtual memorial park using the NFT system and provide game development, content creation, and game community.

The Immopet Token System forms a platform for pet games, pet meeting applications,
and pet advertisements, and combines our experience in blockchain with software and
hardware development know-how to make blocks easier and more fun for users. We
want to provide access to the chain system and the breakthrough NFT system

In the Immopet token ecosystem, we provide described functions in this manual and
we also acquire all licenses (Validation, Permit, Registration and Declaration etc.,)
needed before provide according to requirements from target countries. We obey the
law of target country for dealing with personal information collection and usage. (Example; agreement from information owner)
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The Amitos team goes from the cradle to the grave togeter.
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1. Game

1.1 Voice recognition function
The voice recognition function, an important
function of the Immopet game, is linked to
the game screen in real time by calling the
pet “name” of the Immopet game like the
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personal assistant “Siri” of the iPhone.
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1.2 Alarm function
Using the voice recognition function of the Immopet game, even smartphone AI
personal assistant functions are supported. Among them, the alarm function analyzes
the daily routine of the pet user, automatically identiﬁes the schedule and the pet
activity time in the game, and automatically manages the pet during business hours,
and the in-game interference prohibition function is activated.
When work is over and at work, the Do Not Disturb function is automatically turned
off, and the pet in the IMMOpet notiﬁes the user of the schedule using the alarm
function.
With the improved AI assistant function,

뽀비야~ 7시에�약속있어.

you can live a smarter life based on data
that analyzes the user's daily routine.
The alarm of the Immopet game supports AI assistants that are attractive
enough even in real life, not the alarm
function of ordinary smartphones.

금일�저녁 7시에�저녁�약속으로
스케줄�저장을�하겠습니다
알람은 18:50에�알려드립니다

AI assistant provides convenience such as communication, conversation, and game
progress with my pet and voice of the emoticon game.

1.3 Deep Learning AI
As deep learning technology continues to advance, it is advancing faster and faster as
a lot of data accumulates. Using that deep learning technology, it was applied to the
pets of the emoticon game, making them perform similar behaviors to real animals.
Pets in the game are implemented so that they can feel like living pets.
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For those who want to keep pets, but can't, the Immopet game can be a good alternative.
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Immopet mobile game ‘Immopet' design and UI screen
Game design and UI may change according to development.

1.4 Record in Pet Blockchain

Pet information, photos, and videos raised by users are recorded on the NFT Immopet
Token Blockchain, and are registered forever and become immortal pets.
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1.5 Issued as NFT for pre-sale and storage

If you grow enough pets in the Immopet game, you can permanently store and sell
your pets.
By applying the ERC721 NFT Blockchain technology, you can permanently store the
characters in the Immopet game and distribute them to other users (but only with
Immopet tokens).

Registered in Immopet Token (NFT), registered as
unique information,and remain on the network forever
1.6 Game service regulation

Due to the difference of legal regulation of each country for providing game service,
especially, the country required pre-classiﬁcation of game, we can only release of
game after taking all the legal processes for requirements from target country. We
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keep update the legal regulation of each country and expand our game function for
the country admitted legitimacy of game service using virtual assets.
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2. Metaverse & Platform
Our Immopet metaverse platform's lobby system is a bridge role that connects several
metaverse contents and a tutorial system for users who ﬁrst accessed the Immopet
metaverse. Companies with metaverse content do not need to recruit separate members by linking to the lobby system of the Immopet metaverse platform (saving advertising costs).
Users can freely access new content using additional content bars in the lobby.

Metaverse Memorial Park with a Pet
The shape of the family continues to change with the times.
Now, the era called “single-person households” has come. Because I live alone, I pay
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more attention to personal investments, hobbies, travel, and self-decoration. The most
characteristic of them is the increase in companion animals.
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Pet worldwide reaches 500 million.
The pet industry is growing every year. The number of pet cats is 21,000, and when the
number of dogs is counted, it is counted as 45,000. It exceeded 250 trillion in 2019 and
is estimated to exceed 300 trillion in 2025. With the increase in single-person households, pets are now like families. Information, photos and videos of such pets such as
family members can be recorded on the blockchain with NFT, so that all information
can be permanently preserved so as not to be damaged.

By creating a space dedicated to my pet so that you can remember your own pet
without being limited by time and space at any time, 365 days a year, you can save
photos, videos, and post memories such as letters from the sky, so you can feel the
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emotion. And as a memorial hall, you can put various items that your pet liked, so you
can enjoy more memories.
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On-Oﬀ Line memorial park system

The ERC721 NFT system of the platform of the Immopet Total System connects the
blockchain and the ofﬂine memorial park, so anyone can easily carry out a memorial
on the anniversary of their family or companion animal even in the busy daily life of
the modern society.

It is possible to convert the existing album system into an Immopet NFT memorial
system by improving the weaknesses of permanent preservation, damage and hacking, which are the disadvantages of the memorial albums operated by the existing
memorial parks
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3. Metaverse& NFT Art gallery

Artworks from the real world into the virtual space of the digital world

“Veni, Vidi, Vici (I have come, I have seen, I have conquered)”
is a sentence left by Caesar.
I have come- The metaverse world that we only imagined in our lives has now
become a necessity. The time has come!

I have seen - A ﬁrm belief that art using NFT will become a new trend in the Metaverse
Art gallery!

I have conquered - Whoever wins the war survives and gains everything. I think there
will be a huge gap between the gallery that combines Metaverse & NFT and the
general gallery as time goes by.Winning the competition!
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Safety – Due to COVID19, a non-face-to-face culture for safety is established, and even
if the carefully prepared exhibition is canceled or suspended due to the visit of a conﬁrmed patient, it is the only way to reduce economic and time damage as an alternative method to maintain the exhibition.

Join

The existing virtual reality experience system can be experienced only by one person.
However, our system combines AR so that if A (referring to a person) and B connect to
the system at the same time, they can experience it together in the same space. Just
as a character and an opponent's character can meet, our system is easier to understand if we think of it as meeting the opponent from a ﬁrst-person point of view. We
are developing a system for viewing art in a virtual art museum with friends wearing
VR equipment.
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Considering the reasons for the failure of most existing virtual experience contents, we
think that the social nature of human nature is not taken into account, so our system
is trying to improve this problem.
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Needs

By preparing various and subdivided backgrounds to suit the tastes of the public
visiting the museum, it is possible to satisfy the needs of the public and increase
participation in the exhibition. Our system uses AR to appreciate artworks from a
variety of angles up close.

<Image attached - Sculpture using AR+VR+3D> Sculpture interior design

Statue detail page

Accessibility

You can easily view the exhibition anywhere in the world as long as you have internet and VR
equipment. It transcends time and space, providing innovative access to many people who
want to see the exhibition.

Preservation of the value of artworks using blockchain NFT

The virtual space we created exists on the website and is planned to be linked with the Ethereum blockchain. All works uploaded from our site and displayed in a virtual art museum are
registered on the Ethereum blockchain.

For members who can register ﬁles on the blockchain, an Ethereum address is given upon
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registration. The member performs all the process of registering on the block chain, and the
related block chain registration fee is paid in the member's wallet with Ethereum.
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In the case of general member visitors, all the processes of directly paying with Ethereum for
the purchase of art are unfamiliar and not easily accessible. do. (Our own technology)

Immopet System Role

Immopet system gallery is only allowed for the users registered as artist in the system and will
derive the high quality of art work exhibition.

Private gallery with proper atmosphere of artist's aim would be oﬀered by using many background skins (Theme) supplied. NFT art work purchased by platform user can be exhibited
privately in the Metaverse Exhibition which is one of the content of immopet platform. The

exhibited art work can be rewarded by views and the value of art work more increased by it's
views increment.

Metaverse Exhibition System

The space for exhibition of many kinds. It is the exhibition space for the user who collected NFT
art work. Also, it is the space for 3D modeling work ability of the user.
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The Immopet shopping mall platform allows companies that want to sell goods to
register their products freely after registering as a company on the platform.

All products can only be purchased by the platform's goods.
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4. Pet Meeting System
I want to challenge the content that did not exist until now called the pet meeting
system in the IMMOpet application.

4.1 SNS Meeting
The pet and pet owner's identity information is veriﬁed (age, gender) and a location-based system is used to make friends with pets raised through SNS in the IMMOpet application so that people who have pets near the user can communicate with
each other. It is a system that allows you to meet pets around you, take a walk, and
share pet-related information.

Pet owner's identity information is encrypted
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and stored in the blockchain

Pursuing the establishment of a safe pet meeting system
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Same-sex 1:1 SNS conversation available
Intersex 1:1 conversation impossible
(group conversation only)
If the pet owner's identity information is not the same gender, it will be blocked in
advance as it may be used in a different direction that does not match the production
intention of the application.

4.2 Location Based Meeting
Using the GPS location information of the IMMOpet application, the information of the
pet owner who is walking or wants to meet within a certain range is displayed.
You can check the status and apply for ‘Request to go for a walk together’ / ‘Apply for a
meeting’.
Depending on the pet's condition, you can also check nearby animal hospitals or cafes
dedicated to animals.
We will recommend the place you want using the prices and ratings of pet shops.
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5. Acquaintance / Friend invitation system
This is a method to activate the IMMOpet system by using the user's acquaintance
network.
If a registered user, such as a friend/acquaintance registered on SNS, becomes a
participant in the IMMOpet Integration System, a social networking reward (IMMOpet
Token) will be given. In addition, friendship points other than the IMMOpet tokens
received as social networking rewards are given, and the collected friendship scores
will be used when building the mainnet of the IMMOpet system in the future.

6. Reward system

In the IMMOpet integrated system, there are three main rewards.

First-watching ads

Second-invitation to network
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Third-Master Veriﬁcation Fee
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POP
First of all, the proof-of-work method has a lot of problems in today's era when it is
necessary to reduce greenhouse gas emissions under the Kyoto Protocol, as it consumes tremendous power due to its nature.
The proof-of-stake method is designed to solve it, but this also has many problems.
Holding assets for proof-of-stake causes inequality, increases barriers to entry for new
participants, and causes excessive capital consumption. In addition, the increase in
network veriﬁcation fees restricts the free activities of system participants.
Current representative blockchain veriﬁcation methods such as POW / POS have the
above problems.
Our Amitos Investment team wants to use a completely different method of proof to
solve this problem.

What is the Proof of
Acquaintance method?
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Users who have made efforts to expand the user's participation in the system through
social networking and to ensure that the social networks continue to lead activities in
the network to form and maintain the ecosystem of the comprehensive IMMOpet
system will receive a familiarity score and are entitled to become masters in the future.

Node qualiﬁcations are granted to the top masters who have the most contacts in each
region and country, but even if they have been granted node qualiﬁcations once, they
may lose node qualiﬁcations if there are other masters with more friendship points.
In order to remain a node, you need to engage in ongoing community activities and
invitations. The qualiﬁcation to become a master for everyone and at all times is given
equally as much as you try.

Master veriﬁcation system
Invite a friend to participate in network activities, and the invited friend must have an
ongoing activity.
The election of the master is determined solely by the number of active contacts on the
network, and the method of proving that they are actually active can be judged based
on the continuous usage of IMMOpet tokens.
The user's system activity is veriﬁed with emote points granted or used when watching
advertisements or purchasing game items (access, watching advertisements, games,
invitation activities, etc.)
If the master damages the network or forks, the master will inﬂict enormous physical
and mental damage to a large number of contacts. Losing trust in social activities
causes more damage. A master with a lot of connections in the network has no reason
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to compromise the network and fork two blocks at the same time.
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61 master

Finally, when the 61 masters with the highest afﬁnity score are elected, the master key is
distributed to each master, and the key given to the master becomes a token of node
qualiﬁcation.
Among the conditions for becoming a node, the hardware part is managed by the
Amitos Investment team, eliminating the economic burden of masters and allowing
them to focus purely on network management. The hardware of the Amitos Investment
team is distributed and managed in several places.

Node Chain Operating Principles
NODE 1

NODE 2

Master KEY

friend

friend

friend

NODE 61

Master KEY

friend

friend

friend

friend

Master KEY

friend

friend

friend

friend

friend

The 61 elected masters will be distributed the commission incurred during node operation.

First Node : 1.61% / Second Node : 1.60% / Third Node : 1.59%
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.............

Sixty one Node : 1.01% - Total : 79.91%
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The total fee reward of the master of node 61 is 79.91%, and the remaining fee compensation is used for hardware maintenance of the Amitos Investment team.

Assuming that Master 2 becomes Master 1 through continuous additional activities, the
right to operate Node 1 is immediately given to Master 2, and the master key issued by
Master 2 is used to connect to Node 1.
In order to conﬁrm that the transaction is irreversible, the node can wait for conﬁrmation of 37 out of 61 block producers.

Basically, all nodes conﬁrm that the block does not change if 37 out of 61 people check it
and do not switch to another fork regardless of the length of the block.
In the blockchain system of the Amitos Investment team, untrusted users (without
acquaintance points) cannot participate in block generation, so the number of missed
blocks is minimized and the network operates smoothly.
In addition, no block creator can create blocks on two forks at the same time.

If such a case is caught, the block creator will be expelled.

Cryptographic evidence of this double production can be used to automatically remove
people from the system who have taken advantage in an unjustiﬁable way.
The above is part of the overall blueprint for blockchain operation.
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IMMOPET MAP

2021. 1Q

2021. 2Q

- Ideation Architecture Design
- Prototype Team Formation

- IMMOPET token issue
- IMMOPET token wallet development
- Start planning and development of
IMMOPET Metaverse

2021. 3Q
- Virtual Memorial Park Development
- IMMOPET GAME Development
- Reward Program Design

2021. 4Q
- Virtual Memorial Park Development beta version released
- IMMOPET NFT Planning

2022. 1Q
- Listing IMMOPET tokens on BW.com
- IMMOPET GAME released

2022. 2Q
- IMMOPET Metaverse beta version released
- Listing IMMOPET tokens on MEXC

2022. 3Q
- IMMOPET NFT official minting
- IMMOPET GAME update & NFT characters applied
- IMMOPET token wallet & NFT Wallet Integration

2022. 4Q
- Develop IMMOPET Pet meeting system
- Introduction of IMMOPET GAME &
Virtual Memorial Park Token payment system
- NFT Exchange(WNFT) Open

2023. 1Q
- IMMOPET Metaverse officially released
- Metaverse reservation system development
- Support ETH Bridge
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2023. 2Q

- Pet AI system development
- IMMOPET Metavers potal service development

2023. 3Q~4Q

2024.

- IMMOPET Game Metaverse Linked Service Development
- Expansion of the IMMOPET token ecosystem

- Released service upgrades
- Continuous development of real-life interworking
technology between Metaverse and NFT ecosystem
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CEO
Sari Pol
- Amitos Investment
- Siam Commercial Bank, Team Manager
- Thai Chulalongkorn University, IT

CTO
Chantha Some
- Amitos Investment
- Infosys Company, Team Manager
- Birla Institute of Technology
and Science, Pilani

CTO
Jeongsin Park
- Amitos Investment
- Dongguk University Master of Information
and Communication Engineering
- Samsung Electronics' telecommunication
terminal development
- Blueware software game development

HANGUANGRI
- Senior engineer
- Kesmai / Server Engineer
- Polaris lab / Blockchain Developer
- CEO / Non-Fish Project Limited
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Kunseok Kang
- Senior engineer
- Amitos Investment
- Hongik University, Department of Visual Design
- KESMAI General Manager of Game Development
- SK Planet Web Solution Development.
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Amisto World Branches
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